Trending Accessibility

grab bars and handrails

fold-up support bars

Fold up support bars are very common and widely used in other countries. They are becoming more popular in the
United States because of the solutions they provide for toilet safety and comfort. Fold up support bars make ergonomic sense, allowing easier transfer to the toilet while maintaining balance, shifting weight, and lessening fatigue
during the process. The unique fold up feature allows you to flip the safety module against the wall when not in use,
providing more space in the bathroom. This European standard for toilet transfer comes in a variety of materials,
textures, and finishes.
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Fold-up Support Bars are extremely effective for transferring from a toilet
Most Fold-up Support Bars have a projection of 30” from the wall
Many Fold-up Support Bars have a leg support option
Material choices spanning stainless steel, powder coated metal, and polypropylene

Check our website for details on our selection of Fold-Up Support Bars.
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grab bars & handrails

F L U I D I C DE S I G N

DE C O R A T I V E

Grab bars and handrails are not discussed at cocktail parties or talked about in novels. However, somebody has
to address the issue. Grab bars provide both assistance and confidence for those moments in your bathroom
where extra assurance is needed. We offer standard value-oriented product, but we really shine in our broader
range that offers more features and benefits. We have an extensive array of finishes, textures, designs, configurations, and colors to ensure our commitment to choice and safety. Our products are manufactured and tested
to meet safety guidelines and high standards, when installed properly, providing optimum quality and strength
for the user.
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